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The depth vs. the Great Depression I

Great Depression

1932/1929
2009/

peak 2007/2008
Trough 2009/

peak 2007/2008

Quarterly data

GDP, real1) -10.0 -4.4 -5.6

Manufacturing -23.2 -20.2 -23.0

Exports -58.5 -16.8 -25.7

Stock market2) -53.3 -44.9 -53.6

Employment -17.3 -2.5 -1.6

Unemployment rate 1932 and 2010 19.6 9.2

Unemployment rate; change3) 13.2 3.1 2.0

Inflation (CPI) -12.8 1.0 -0.1

1) At PPP. - 2) Unweighted average over US, FR, DE, UK. - 3) Absolute difference 1929 to 1932 vs. 2008 to 2010.

Ten industrialized countries: Austria, Germany, Belgium, Spain, France, Finland, Sweden, United Kingdom, USA, Japan.

Source: WIFO Long-term Database (see Aiginger, 2010). 

Recent Crisis

Annual data

Percentage change
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The depth vs. the Great Depression II

1929 1930 1931 1932 1932/1929 2008 2009 2010 2010/2007

USA 6.1 -8.9 -7.7 -13.2 -27.0 0.4 -2.4 2.8 0.7

EU-15 3.0 -1.8 -4.9 -2.7 -9.1 0.4 -4.1 0.8 -3.0

EU-101) 1.1 -1.9 -3.4 -5.1 -10.1 4.1 -3.8 1.2 1.3

Russia 2.8 5.8 1.9 -1.1 6.7 7.3 -8.9 4.3 2.0

China 1.3 1.0 3.2 5.6 9.6 8.7 9.5 30.5

India 4.2 0.7 -0.7 1.1 1.2 7.1 6.7 7.3 22.6

East Asian Countries2) -0.6 -0.4 2.9 1.8 6.2 4.9 7.3 19.5

Latin America3) 2.7 -5.1 -6.2 -4.3 -14.7 4.7 -0.5 3.9 8.2

World 3.7 -1.9 -4.2 -4.0 -9.8 3.0 -0.9 3.6 5.7

Great Depression Recent Crisis

Percentage change
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Policy made the difference

Decline in first three quarters similar for trade, stock market 
prices, manufacturing
Finally – if no 2nd dip follows –

“Half a Great Depression” for industrialised countries
A small dent in growth for the world (-1% in one year)

Policy this time round:
Fiscal policy: automatic stabilisers plus stimulus programs
Guarantees, recapitalisation of banks
Monetary policy: interest rates plus unconventional policies
Partial international coordination, not hard protectionism
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How to measure “performance”
in the Recent Crisis

Output – growth performance, 37 countries
2009 annual data, growth/decline
2007, 2008, 2009 growth p.a. (three years performance)
From peak to trough (maximum quarterly decrease in GDP)
In crisis vs. pre crisis growth (“trend change”)
One shot output loss, new trend (production function)

In this study 1-4, using ranks, re-ranking, super indicator
Growth, employment, unemployment

⇒ A very rough performance indicator;
robust methods (rank correlations) to be used
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Output-performance differences

Best performers:
China, India, Poland, Australia, Korea, Switzerland, 
Norway, New Zealand

Worst performers:
Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Slovenia, Finland, Romania, 
Ireland, Iceland

Regions:
Disappointing Europe 
resilient US 
heterogeneous CEE 
strong South America 
excellent Asia
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GDP performance: 
Top vs. Low countries

2009 2010/2007
Percentage 

change
p.a. Percentage 

change
Trend 

change
Rank

Top 5
India 5.9 6.5 5.9 -0.7 1
China 7.7 8.7 7.7 -1.7 2
Poland 1.7 3.1 1.7 -0.9 3
Australia 1.3 1.9 1.3 -1.6 4
Switzerland -1.5 0.6 -2.4 -1.3 5

Low 5

Latvia -18.0 -8.9 -26.1 -17.9 37
Estonia -14.1 -5.8 -19.6 -13.9 36
Lithuania -15.0 -4.6 -18.1 -12.7 35
Ireland -7.1 -3.7 -12.5 -9.3 34
Slovenia -7.8 -1.2 -9.5 -5.6 33

Source: Eurostat (AMECO, May 2010).

Annual data Quarterly 
data

Trough 
2009/

peak 2008

2010/2007
minus

2000/2007
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Country performance and
initial conditions I

Weakly (insignificantly) related to budget position in 2007: 
R = 0.1 (surplus)  [wrong sign for debt]

Surplus and mild crisis: NO, China, India, AUS, NZ
Large deficit and crisis: Baltic, Hungary, I, UK
Outliers P, GR, F, US (the consequences of debt coming later?)
SF, S, DK  made use of surplus, but not really  much

External trade position in 2007 (Current Account/GDP)  R = 0,38 
Surplus and mild crisis: NO, China, India, B, NL, A, D
Deficit and large crisis: Baltic States, Bulgaria, Ireland, Spain
Outliers: S, SF vs. AUS, Poland, US (mild crisis big deficit)

⇒ Closer relationship to external position 2007 
than to the fiscal position
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Country performance and
initial conditions II

Weak relations all with unexpected signs
Government size (if anything negative R = -0.22)
Openness (does not explain performance R = -0.12)
Past growth (R = -0.20)

Country size is significant: GDP (absolute value) R = 0.51 
Large countries with good performance:
China, India, US, Australia, Canada

⇒ The best correlation by far: 
GDP absolute value / performance
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Size of “stimulus packages”

Not easy to determine, methods, sources (OECD+EU+IMF)
what policy change is crisis driven?

Three indicators: SP OECD, SP extended, SP positive only; 
most comprehensive best

Packages about one third of automatic stabilizers
2.8% of GDP (one year, positive packages only)

0.3% for all 37 countries (unweighted average)

Largest positive packages: Korea, US, AUS, Japan, China
Largest consolidation in crisis: Baltic States, Hungary, 

Ireland, Iceland
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Package size and fiscal position 2007

Fiscal balance 2007   R = 0,22   
Surplus and large packages: Korea, AUS, NZ, China, SP 
(S, SF, DK)
Deficit and consolidation: Lit, LV, Rom, H, (GR)
Deficits and large packages: Japan, US, Turkey
Surplus and small package: Switzerland, Norway

No correlation (wrong sign) with debt R =  0.13 
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Package size and trade position

External trade balance (current account 2007)  R = 0,51 
High Surplus and package size: D, NL, J, China, (SF, S) 
Deficit and no package or consolidation: Baltic States, 
Bulgaria, Greece, Ireland
Surplus and small packages: CH, NO
Deficits and large packages: US, AUS, SP

⇒ Again: external position proved as 
more important than fiscal position
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Other determinants of package size

Pre crisis growth R = - 0.32
Some countries with large packages had high pre-crisis 
growth (China, Korea)
But most of the fastest growing countries suffered strongly
(Ireland, Iceland, Baltic States) 

Automatic stabilizers; larger packages in countries with 
smaller stabilizers OECD evidence
Size of countries: larger packages in larger countries 
(R = 0.66)
Openness: larger packages in less open economies 
(R = -0.24)
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GDP performance in the crisis 
vs. size of packages

R = 0.5104
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The content of the stimulus programs

⇒ Structural conservative
⇒ Specifically in Europe; less Korea, Australia
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Multipliers: conventional results 
vs. policy reality

Multipliers are larger for expenditures than for tax reduction
Policy reality: high leakages

Tax reductions are easy to implement (implementation lag)
Time reaction in private consumption exists and is modelled

Government decisions on expenditures spec. Large infrastructure
Need time: delegation to authority, planning, tendering etc.
Part of plans are faint ideas, not realistic option
One year after parliamentary decision, less than half is executed

⇒ Should we not insert “Leakage Rates” in parallel 
to savings rates into models?

⇒ And reduce the share of infrastructure relative 
to intangibles or smaller projects?
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An estimate of the leakage rate 
for Austria
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What has worked?

Automatic stabilisers
Incentive programs (with latent demand; caps and time slots)

Cash for clunker programs (cars)
Thermal renovation (houses)

Employment policy (part-time work)
on firm level plus subsidies

Smaller projects (physical, intangibles)

⇒ No construction-ready projects were available
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Employment policy mattered:
US vs. Germany

R = 0.7676
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Employment policy led to very 
different employment elasticities

Extreme differences in employment reaction to output
Specifically US vs. Germany (and EU)
USA 

Output performance 2007-2010: +0.7% (3 years cumulative)

Employment performance 2008-2010: -4.1% (2 years cumulative)
Unemployment rate 2007: 4.6%, 2009: 9.3%

Germany
Output performance 2007-2010: -2.6% (3 years cumulative)

Employment performance 2008-2010: -0.5% (2 years cumulative)
Unemployment rate 2007: 8.3%, 2009: 9.5%

Kurzarbeit (shorter working time), firm and plant level contracts
Government pays part of wage difference

⇒ How will this influence exit phase: 
more stability pays or less dynamics in recovery?
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Time of exit, order and
favorable conditions

Banks should be free of toxic assets, recapitalized
Umbrellas still available
Reduction of fiscal deficits in low interest phase
Country differences advantageous (degree/timing)

US vs. Europe, Germany vs. PIGS, France vs. Nordics

Intensifying globalization, reducing deficits EU+US vs. China
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Taxes increases vs. revenue cuts

Literature: only expenditure cuts lead to sustainable
consolidation

The more if:
Expenditures are high (Europe, France, S, A)
High debt and history of deficits in good times
If expenditures had increased in crisis

EU-15:  2007 46.1%;  2010 51.4%

Current account deficits exist
If expenditures are not specifically growth promoting
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Government expenditures 
and tax rate EU 15

35

40
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55

2000 2005 2010

Government expenditures/GDP

Tax (incl. social contribution)/GDP

Government expenditures Tax rate
2000: 45.0% 41.1%
2007: 46.1% 40.4%
2010: 51.4% 38.9%
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Cutting expenditures: disadvantages

Demand declines (could be cumulative and simultaneous)

Multipliers larger than for tax increases
Not easy to be done quickly
Some easy routes problematic (distribution perspective)

low incomes, low pensions, transfers to long-run unemployed

⇒ For the long-run strategy goals needed:
rising expenditures for education, climate 
change, research during the crisis
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Structure of expenditures matter

Literature: in general negative correlation expenditure/GDP
Specifically for public consumption (bureaucracy), transfers
Not for infrastructure (up to certain GDP/capita), health
Positive: education, innovation, child care are growth promoting

⇒ Thus reducing expenditures plus shifting strongly from
Bureaucracy, transfers, subsidies to R&D, human capital probably 
reduces negative growth effects

⇒ Shifting strongly is important: 
cutting expenditure differently is not enough

Minus 10-20% vs. + 5-10% could be the right bifurcation
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Structure of taxes matter

General effect of tax increase
Increasing taxes in general reduces medium-term growth

Short-run effect lower (lower multipliers) than for expenditure cuts
But maybe sensitive now, since consumption, investment not robust

Structure is very important
Taxing labor, taxing low wages reduce growth most
Followed by taxing business (less if low investment period)
Taxes on consumption matters in normal time less
(but this time consumption is important for demand stabilization)

Taxes on property matters least

⇒This is ordering according to long-run effect
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Tax structure: double dividends

Taxing environment reduces consumption a bit,
but is needed and offers a triple dividend

Emissions, new technology, revenues

Taxing economic “bads”: tobacco, alcohol 
Taxing financial transactions matters a little (for consumption 
and investment) but yields a positive double dividend: 
less distorting taxes, less speculative

⇒ There is no tax which does not reduce production 
or consumption
But the scope effect is very different
And taxes have positive or negative side effect
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Tax structure: 
equity and distributive issues

Value added tax is burden for low income
Taxes on property are paid by highest incomes
Income distribution (market wages) have become less 
equal
Equity as well as demand issues suggest not to use 
value added taxes
If green taxes are used they should be (partial) 
compensated
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Taxes should be considered under five 
perspectives

1. Growth (under specific conditions of low investment 
/stable consumption)

2. Employment creation
3. Demand effects
4. Equity issue (interpersonal distribution; wage share)
5. Double dividends (saving other expenditures for 

climate, health, technology)
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Raising taxes from five perspectives

Negative for …. Growth Employment Demand Equity Side effects

Financial taxes no no no positive positive
Property no no no positive
Environment somewhat somewhat somewhat somewhat positive
Value added generally no no yes yes! negative
Business yes yes yes no -
Labor yes!! yes!! yes!! yes negative

⇒ If taxes have to be raised:
Those on financial transactions and property are best
Business and labor worst
Environmental taxes + VAT need (partial) compensation
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Other policies that matter

Regional policy should promote competitiveness and 
exports
Portugal, Greece, Spain have much better infrastructure today, 
but trade deficit larger than the manufacturing sector

Privatization
An excellent way to consume saving of rich people
Politically less opposed if 25% share remains public

Requalification and improving incentives on labor 
market (flexicurity) important, not “plain deregulation”
Boosting green technologies offer double dividends
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The rhetoric matters

Consolidation driven by financial markets
By external forces (EU-Commission)
Internal motivation: regaining steering capacity, 
fixing next crisis
Austerity vs. restructuring towards sound, knowledge 
driven economy
Negative vision: hard time 
Positive vision: more stable system
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Summing up structural results 1: 
Demand sensitive strategy

During consolidation demand may fall if Ricardian effects 
are not strong and quick enough
Demand effect can be reduced by cutting savings 
programs, promoting investment, 
Stopping declining wage share by changing distribution 
to low-income people supports demand

⇒ Do not forget Y = C + I + (G-T) + (X-M)
⇒ Which component rises if (G-T) falls?
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Summing up structural results 2:
Growth sensitive consolidation needed

During consolidation medium-term growth may fall
If success is not believed, long period of decline

Growth prospects increase if
Structure of expenditures shifted towards growth drivers
Structure of taxes is shifted away from labor
There is an active component
Labor share in income does not decline
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Summing up structural results 3:
Complementary policies

Tougher competition policy
Flexibility + security + activation labor
Regional policies improving industrial base

⇒ Positive vision vs. austerity terminology
⇒ A better socioeconomic system incl. 

reformed financial sector
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Summing up structural results 4:
Structure is all important for successful 

consolidation
Strategy has to be demand sensitive
Strategy has to be growth promoting – needs active 
component
Embedded in the perspective to reach a better, 
sustainable regime
Low unemployment, social inclusiveness, financial 
stability, ecological awareness are goals of a reformed 
socio-economic system
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Summary

The Recent Crisis was milder and shorter 
than the Great Depression

if there is no large second dip
and for sure there are echo effects and an unfinished 
agenda
the exit phase is all important

Policy made the difference
Country differences became pronounced after 
simultaneity and low dispersion at the start
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The performance in the crisis 
is difficult to explain

By fiscal indicators 2007
Much better by external position (current account)
Surprisingly good by country size (GDP)
Openness, government size, past growth 
performance are not significant

⇒ Current account position at least as important 
as budget position

⇒ This is confirmed by studies on probability of 
the crises (Barrel, 2010)
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The size of the packages 

Less than that of automatic stabilizers
2.8% for those countries which did had stimulus programs
Less dependant on fiscal position, more on external balance
Positive related to size, negative to openness
Half taxes, half expenditures, structurally conservative
Considerable lags, leakages for large infrastructure programs

⇒ Stimulus was important
⇒ Structural conservative, not future oriented
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The exit phase is all important

Structure of taxes/structure of expenditures
Growth promoting, demand respecting strategies
Not all countries at the same time
Stimulating domestic demand important
Smarter not bigger government
Do not forget systemic reforms

⇒ No austerity terminology but vision of regaining 
room for policy

⇒ Social, ecological, efficient economic system
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Resilience strategy - Policy area 1: 
More resilient economic structures

Upgrading the industrial structure/services
Sophisticated products are usually less cyclical

Increasing regional diversification (China, Oil exporters etc.)
Build in buffers and just-in-time production 

avoid lock ins and single sources/buyers
Strengthening automatic stabilizers

Higher marginal taxes, replacement ratios, guarantees

⇒ Share of service sector, knowledge-based 
manufacturing, diversified structure of economy 
increases resilience.
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Resilience strategy - Policy area 2: 
Increasing economic growth

Investing into R&D, education, quality 
Increasing growth orientation of public expenditures
Foster dual purpose activities

With high growth potential and non-profit elements
Where economic policy can and will foster demand during crises

⇒ Even if there is no unambiguous link between growth and stability
- higher growth mitigates downward risk 
- absolute decrease less likely if growth trend stronger, 
- growth provides cushion (reserves) for bad times.
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Resilience strategy - Policy area 3: 
Emphasis on longer term goals

Performance measures, reports, analyst’s reports, bonuses
Start ups, SME’s, investment into youth (outside alternatives)
Anti-cyclical wage policy, higher increase for low wages, 

policy coordination on supra-national level
Thinking more long term, multiple goals, European Model

⇒ Short-termism in goals, analyses, rewards, 
reduces resilience.
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Resilience strategy - Policy area 4: 
Preventing crises ex ante

Smarter regulation, macro prudentiality, 
longer term reporting standards

Reducing pro cyclical nature of R&D, physical investments
providing public money anti cyclically

De-leveraging and more stable shareholder structures
Smart regulation by signals/taxes for external costs 

(financial transaction tax)

⇒ More inclusive regulation, higher reserve obligation, 
obligation varying with risk and cycle, transaction tax 
lowers resilience.
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Resilience strategy - Policy area 5: 
Stabilising institutions

Budget surplus before the crisis
Construction-ready projects, decentralization, smaller projects
Support firms with viable business models, prevent petrifaction
Innovative solutions for periods of declining employment

flexicurity, welfare to work, short-time work & requalification
Experience rating, lower costs for more stable employment history
Broader company goals, trust, limiting income disparity

⇒ Good institutions, fiscal prudence, trust 
increase resilience.
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Policy requirements to prevent 
further steps similar to GD

Policy recommendation (learning from GD)
Refrain from early exit: fiscal policy, monetary policy, bank support 
Keep reserve funds and task forces for critical situations
Minimize protectionism

Policy recommendations (learning from causes of CC)
Shift support from old structures (cash for clunkers) to future needs
Improve regulation and international coordination
Reduce imbalances in a consistent medium-run strategy

Will the consensus of economists last: if unemployment and 
fiscal deficits approach 10%? (in some countries, 7% in others)
Too much pressure for simultaneous consolidation from 
financial markets
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Exit strategy: order and focus

Time of exit: banks have to be free of toxic assets, 
recapitalised
Reduction of fiscal deficits in low interest phase
Government sector had become very large in the crisis 
(> 50%) ⇒ cutting expenditures not raising taxes
Better regulation, but not larger government
In the long run expenditures must be cut, not taxes 
increased (specifically in Europe)
If taxes are needed: those effecting consumption, 
investment less
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Exit strategy: growth is all important

Taxes should be made more growth enhancing, 
less tax on labour, more on property
Expenditures should be differentiated between 
bureaucracy and growth drivers
Money could be mobilised by privatisation without 
foregoing public needs/service obligations
No protectionism but fair costs of transport, 
domestic priorities (social, dynamics)
Financial transaction tax and environmental taxes: 
two taxes with double dividends
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Resilience strategies

More resilient structures
Buffers, diversification of export markets, distribution

Increasing economic growth
Upgrading qualification, dual purpose activities

Emphasis on long-term growth
Performance measures, ratings, anti-cyclical policies

Preventing crisis ex ante
Smarter regulation, deleveraging, financial transaction tax

Stabilising institutions
Prudent fiscal policy, construction-ready projects, lower 
inequality, higher wage share in income
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No easy strategy helps:
forget austerity terminology

Three problems at a time: budget consolidation, 
unemployment, investment into future

Under changing policy environment: globalisation, better 
regulation, less leverage, ageing

No linear cuts in expenditure, no general and 
permanent raise in taxes in Europe

Reform in tax structure, 
Division into rising /decreasing expenditure categories
Making labour cheaper (by less taxes) and better qualified
Labour share in income should not decrease further
Trend for higher inequality should be stopped (reversed)
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Caveats

The crisis may not be over
Echo effects will come inevitably

Unemployment is high
Debt also, system is not reformed

We investigated the performance as well as package size
With simple, hopefully robust methods
Careful econometrics has to be done, need more information

⇒ Analyses needs more data, knowledge of exit 
⇒ Recommendation for the exit phase needs courage,   

modesty and (unrealistic prudent) foresight
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